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Eastern buyout
talks hit snag
by Marcy Gordon
Associated Press writer

NEW YORK - Talks aimed at
selling Eastern Airlines bogged
down Monday as its parent
Texas Air Corp. balked at accepting tentative agreements
reached between Eastern unions
and buyers led by Peter V.
Ueberroth, sources close to the
situation said.
Ueberroth and representatives from Eastern, Texas Air
and its unions met Monday with
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Burton
Lifland. The meeting followed a
weekend of secret talks aimed at
beating a midnight Tuesday
deadline for setting terms to get
Eastern's striking unions back
to work.
That deadline is a condition of
the agreement by Ueberroth's
group to buy Eastern. The airline has been largely grounded
since March 4 due to a strike by
machinists that has been honored by most of its pilots and
flight attendants.
Lifland, who is overseeing
Eastern's reorganization under
federal bankruptcy law, must
approve any sale of the airline.
But although sources said the
Ueberroth group and the unions
had reached tentative agreements in their weekend talks,
Eastern and Texas Air attorneys emerging from a day-long
meeting at the Manhattan bankruptcy court indicated there was
no overall accord.
"There's no agreement," said
David Boies, an attorney repre-

Steroid
charges
pending

senting Texas Air, as he eriier-

§ed from the meeting and left
le courthouse. "I will tell you
there will be no agreement tonight."
There was no immediate
comment from the unions or
Ueberroth. Labor sources, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, had refused to give specifics
earlier about their agreement
with the former baseball commissioner.
Sources familiar with the
weekend talks had indicated a
formal announcement on an
agreement could be made Monday but declined to elaborate,
due to a news blackout on the
talks.
Under Ueberroth's $464 million buyout proposal, Eastern
employees would get a 30 percent stake in the airline in
exchange for $200 million in contract concessions. Ueberroth
has also said he would proceed
with plans to sell Eastern's
Northeast shuttle to New York
developer Donald Trump for
$365 million.
The unions involved are the
International Association of
Machinists, the Air Line Pilots
Association and the Transport
Workers Union.
The Machinists struck
Eastern on March 4 after refusing to accept more than $120 million in wage and other concessions demanded by Texas Air,
Eastern's parent company. The
other unions have accepted concessions in the past, but honored
the Machinists picket lines.

by Scott R. Whitehead
city editor

BG News/John Grieshop

Giving A Push

Lori Tremmel(left) and Terri Single of Chi Omega push fellow sorority sister Heather Browning down
Ridge Street in the annual Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity-sponsored bed races on Friday afternoon Thir
teen sororities and 17 fraternities competed, with Sigma Nu fraternity and Alpha Chi Omega sorority
reigning victorious. In the background are the team's coaches, Dan Weist (left) and Steve Weixel. both of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

Last week, a University alumunus and three Toledo men
were arrested on charges of
smuggling and possession with
intent to distribute steroids valued at more than $60,000.
Vince Villanucci, 24, of 724 S.
College Drive, was arrested at
his Bowling Green residence
April 5. The other individuals —
Richard Paul Otis, 30; Eric David Naughton, 24; and Mark D.
Mills, 26 — were arrested at
their Toledo addresses that
same night.
U.S. Attorney Pat Foley said
the specific legal charges
against the four men have yet to
be determined because Foley is
waiting for the proper paperwork from the arresting officials.
The four men face preliminary hearings in Toledo before
Federal Magistrate James Carr
in the next two weeks. Otis is
scheduled to appear in court
April 14 and the others on April
21.
Deputy Clerk of Courts Bill
Schrag said Otis will appear at
an earlier date because tie is the
only one still held in jail. Bond
could not be set for Otis because
of his outstanding probation in
See Steroids, page 4.

GSS head stresses child care First-job failures
by Laura Hardy
staff reporter

As part of his goal to improve the quality
of graduate student life at the University,
the new Graduate Student Senate president
said some of the areas he will concentrate on
include child care and health insurance.
Ricardo Fraser, graduate student in industrial
and organizational psychology, was elected Friday to the top GSS executive position tor the 1989-90
school year during one of
GSS's regular meetings.
Fraser said he intends to
focus on the concerns of
graduate students rather
than attempting to change Fraser
the structure of GSS.
"My interest is in bringing a new voice to

GSS, a multicultural voice focused on di- GSS.
"We need to address the GSS body about
versifying this campus," he said.
Fraser said as a result of talking with how important the (GSS) positions are," she
Saduate students, he has learned that one of added.
Philpott, who has served as a representaeir main concerns is the high cost of health
insurance. He said he intends to work closely tive and treasurer to the Student Legal Serwith other organizations to devise a satisfac- vices board, said she has seen positive
tory and affordable health insurance plan changes in GSS this year, namely the progress made in implementing graduate stufor graduate students.
In the area of child care for graduate stu- dent housing off- campus.
"(GSS) needs to be proactive in working
dents, Fraser said GSS "need(s) to come up
with a creative solution and discuss and ana- with the administration to make changes relyze other means of providing affordable garding students' needs," she said.
Susan Watson, who is working toward a
child care services."
Shari Philpott, a graduate student in Col- master's degree in accounting, will serve as
lege Student Personnel, was elected GSS treasurer for GSS during the 1989-90 acavice president. She said working to gain demic year. She said her primary concern
graduate student support in GSS would be a related to GSS is working toward implementing adequate child care for graduate
primary benefit to the senate.
"It is important for next year to tap into students.
Watson's previous experiences include
the senators who are returning and are enthusiastic," she said. She suggested visiting serving as GSS representative at-large and
each department to generate interest in
See GSS, page 5.

U.S. 'junk' approval Weather hinders
revealed to Senate oil spill cleanup
chaired by Sen. John Glenn,
D-Ohio.
The report detailed problems
both with the way government
WASHINGTON - The contractors ship parts and the
government has accepted and way the military accepts and
stockpiled millions of dollars in pays for parts without making
useless spare parts for guns and sure they meet rigidly-drawn
other essential military equip- specifications.
ment, a Defense Department
"Obviously, we have a lot of
auditor said Monday.
material out there that is not
Derek Vander Schaaf, deputy combat-ready," Glenn told a
inspector general, detailed prob- hearing. He said the Pentagon
lems found in a two-year study failed to ensure it gets what it
of parts chosen randomly from pays for and failed to demand
the shelves of Warner Robins refunds or replacements for
"junk parts."
Air Logistics Center in Georgia.
"I want to know why we are
An estimated $104 million
worth of parts fail to conform
"to essential or critical operational characteristics," according to an audit report he you need when someone is shootreleased to the Senate Govern- ing at you and you need to be
mental Affairs Committee, able to shoot back."
by Katherine Rizzo

Associated Press writer

Tuesday
SUNNY
Today: mostly sunny, high in
the midMOs.
Tonight: increasing cloudiness; 40 percent chance of
showers or flurries. Not as cold,
with the low from 25 to 30.
Wednesday: variable cloudiness with a 40 percent chance of
showers or flurries. High in the
mid-40s. — Associated Press

by Fred Bayles
Associated Press writer

VALDEZ, Alaska — The slick of thick crude oil spilled by the
Exxon Valdez stalled Monday in its movement toward the nation's
number-one fishing port and was breaking up in rough waves and
high wind, the Coast Guard said.
However, the stormy weather hampered cleanup efforts as small
craft advisories and gale warnings were posted along the central
Alaskan coast, where 10.1 million gallons of crude oil oozed across
Prince William Sound, threatening fisheries and killing thousands of
birds and animals.
The wind was out of the northeast, which kept oil from washing
ashore in untainted inlets and the Kenai Fjords National Park.
"It's not pushing it (oil) to the Kenai Peninsula and that's good.
The weather is breaking up the slick and that's good," said Coast
Guard spokesman Rick Meidt.
As of Monday morning, 18,000 barrels of crude have been recovered, or 8 percent of the 240,000 barrels spilled.
At the fishing port of Kodiak, which landed a $166 million catch
last year to lead the nation, preparations to battle the floating oil
continued in spite of the good news. Fishermen covered logs with
fish net and strung them together as floating booms to keep oil out of
vital areas. Town leaders even broadcast boom-making techniques
on local television.

may be helpful
Editor's note: This is the fifth
part of a twice-weekly series
addressing the employment issues facing graduating seniors.

b'John Kohlstrand
staff reporter

For many students, the ultimate goal behind the ups and
downs of the college struggle is
landing a good job after graduation.
Easily imaginable then is the
pain of failing in this first job.
"Anyone who is fired or quits
goes through a feeling of low
self-esteem and anxiousness
about their abilities," said Joan
Tussing, assistant director of
Placement for the University
lacement Services.
Chuck Brisdale, a consulting
fisychologist for a job placement
irm in Troy, Mich., said some of
these emotions experienced include shock, depression, rejection, pain, and in a few instances, relief.
He said this is something for
which a college graduate should
be prepared.
''it will be an experience that
he can benefit from — hopefully
it won't lead to a jaundiced view
of the working world ... the
average college graduate will
make nine career moves in his
lifetime," Brisdale said.
According to Joann Kroll, director of placement for Placement Services, "The numberone reason for job failure has
little to do with technical skills
and everything to do with attitude and interpersonal communication.
"The assumption that people
would make is that a person
can't perform well and this
causes job failure. Research
shows that it is more to do with
attitude toward work and
interaction with others," she
said.

According to Brisdale, only 30
percent of all job terminations
are performance-related.
Tussing said initial job failure
does not always mean that a
person is in the wrong career.
"If a job doesn't work there
are various reasons. It's not
necessarily the candidate who
failed. Sometimes, I think the
employer and candidate have
not assessed each other correctly," Tussing said.
For example, in the hiring
Erocess, the employer may not
now enough about the prospective employee. While the employer may know statistics such

as the applicant's grade point
average and test scores, the
prospective employee's personality and his or her ability to
adapt to the working environment is not always considered,
she said.
Inadequate job training by the
employer also can lead to a job
failure, Tussing said.
Disillusionment can occur
when a student does not carefully evaluate the things they want
to gain from a job.
□ See Job, page 4.

News in Brief
Blood drive on campus
The Wood County Red Cross is asking the University to roll up its sleeve and donate blood.

entire wood drive or 200 donors a day.

The Red Cross fell short of its goal the last time
it visited the University, accordmg to Thompson.
It hopes to reach its goal with this visit.

Anyone may donate blood as long as they meet
The Bloodmobile will be in the Lenhart Grand the qualifications of being in good health, weighing
Ballroom of the University Union today through at least 110 pounds and not currently taking antiFridayfroml0a.m.to4p.m.
biotics.
Ann Thompson, secretary of the Wood County
Red Cross, said the goal for this week is 1,000 pints
of blood. This goal will require 1,000 donors for the

The blood collected at the University drive will
be used at 19 hospitals throughout northwest Ohio,
—by Fred Wright ■

License policy changes
A recent change is state policy now requires
Ohioans needing to purchase replacement licenses
to provide a social security card and proof of birth.
Clement Eng, deputy registrar of the Bowling
Green License Bureau, said both forms of identification are now necessary before a replacement license will be issued.
Proof of birth may be a certified birth certificate, valid passport, valid military identification,
a certificate of baptism or a life insurance policy
which has the birthdate on it.
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Student concerns
identified; now
action needed
Polls, polls and more polls.
Although a recent telephone survey
revealed University students' overriding concerns,
the Undergraduate Student Government, which
received the results, needs to make sure the information does not lay idle.
Identification of problems, which the survey pinpointed as racism, theft and the need for new facilities, is only half the battle. The News now questions
if students' concerns will be taken seriously.
In the past, surveys which concluded students
wanted USG to go to battle for them on issues such
as rising tuition rates, more parking and better
campus lighting have done little but identify the
problem.
But this is not to say that polls are not important.
The survey of 410 students was conducted by the
Student Affairs Research and Evaluation Office
and could be the push that gets USG rolling.
Even though USG initiated the carpeting of
several residence halls, it needs to act in accordance with other University parties to render the
improvements indentif ied in the poll.
Alone, USG does not have the budget or the capabilities to solve such important student concerns.
However, by using the statistics provided by the
survey and acting as a coordinator and an initiator
of change, USG can make a difference on this campus.
For example, by working with campus police,
USG can brainstorm ideas that may help the 31
percent of students responding to the poll who experienced thefts.
By continuing to work with University organizations such as the Peace Coalition, the Social Justice
Committee and the Progressive Student Organization, USG might help fight in the struggle against
racism, possibly eliminating the racial incidents
experienced by 44 percent of those polled.
Now is the time to act. Polls cannot solve the
Eroblems — they only indicate where there might
e problems.
USG needs to use this information for the improvement of student life at the University.
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JOHN LEIBOLD -VIEWPOINT

Give help to the homeless
My body is numb from the cold and the
wind rips across my face and snow blows
into my eyes as I watch shoppers scurrying
by. Everything I own is on my body. The
passers-by have cozy homes, hot meals and
warm beds to go back to. I have none of
these luxuries, for I am a homeless person.

This scenario depicts one of many societal
problems we face today — the destitute. I
recently visited our nation's capital to see
and explore first- hand problems such as
homelessness, poverty, racism and crime.
I'd like to share my experiences.
Throughout my time in D.C., I came
across much despair. I am deeply troubled
with the plight of the homeless. It saddens
me to see how a nation which welcomes peoEle with "give me your tired, your poor, your
uddled masses ..." can allow homelessness
and pretend it does not exist. People are
sleeping on heat grates and in cardboard
boxes, even on the sidewalks of the White
House.
There are many conflicting reports as to
the number of homeless people in the U.S.
Conservative estimates range from 700.000
to 900,000, while more realistic estimations
are much higher, suggesting there are literally more than 3 million homeless in
America. The number is increasing at a rate
of 20 to 25 percent annually, leaving no doubt
homelessness has reached crisis proportions.
The structure of homelessness is changing
as well as the number. There are many
stereotypes as to who the homeless are, but
the destitute of today are much different
from those of the past. They used to be mostly single men ana women who were alcoholics, drug addicts, or former mental
patients. Today, however, families have become the fastest growing victims of
homelessness, accounting for more than 28
percent of the total.
What is causing this destitution amidst the
"land of opportunity?" There have been
many explanations, such as the shortage of
affordable housing, reductions in social security and welfare, the deinstitutionalization
of the mentally ill and the rate of unem-

ployment. The economic condition of society
has also greatly contributed to the plight of
the homeless. The impact of inflation on
those with fixed incomes makes it very hard
to just get by. With the minimum wage remaining stagnant since 1982, and the cost of
living rising 25 percent during the same
period, many people are right on the brink of
personal financial disaster.
Due to these helpless situations, many
K'oplc are forced out of their homes and onto
e streets. Some citizens have taken action
to help alleviate the problem. For instance,
Harold Moss, a member of the Community
for Creative Non-Violence (CCNV), has devoted his life to helping the homeless. After
Soing out into the streets to really see how
le homeless live and survive. Moss, with
Mitch Snyder, another CCNV member,
created a homeless shelter.
When I went to the shelter run by Moss, I
talked to some of the men staying there.
Many were optimistic they would get a job
and soon be out of there. Others had no ambition whatsoever. However, I was surprised
and encouraged to see so many men reading
the newspaper on a daily basis to keep up on
what was going on. They were much more
aware of the nation's problems than I ever
expected they would be. Thus I was perplexed because, if these men are somewhat
intelligent, why don't they have jobs?
With very little clothing, no daily grooming, no references, no transportation, etc.,
employers are reluctant to nire the homeless. There are very few, if any, programs at
shelters to help the homeless find jobs so it
appears they are destitute for life. Those
who manage to get jobs usually receive minimum wage, which provides fewer economic
benefits than welfare.
Distance and ignorance are the reasons
why not much is being done to end this horrible situation. What people can't see, or
what they pretend not to see, does not affect
them. If it nas not touched them personally,
they ignore it.
This year the American homeless population will increase tremendously. Many will

seek shelter and assistance, but most will
not receive any, which leads to more desperation, hunger, pain, illness and death. We
must stop and look at the homeless and picture them as though it is our family or
friends or even ourself who are shivering in
the bitter cold.
While it is obvious not enough is being
done to curb the homeless problem, the federal government has done the least. Over the
last eight years, federal funding for housing
Erograms has been cut from $32 billion to $9
illion. Cuts such as these should not be
tolerated. We must push our congressmen to
work harder on the appropriations bill going
through the House right now to give funds
that were allocated, but never received, for
housing programs. We must also fight
against the idea homelessness is strictly a
local problem and that it should be dealt
with from within communities. The
government has a major responsibility in
diminishing the problem of homelessness in
America. Also, we as society must realize it
isour problem and work together to end it.
I believe Mitch Snyder stated it best when
he said: "The challenge facing us today is to
quickly bring into reality — politically, philosophically and programmatically — the
right of every homeless man, woman and
child in America to adequate and accessible
shelter, offered in an atmosphere of
reasonable dignity."
After profound contemplation regarding
my experience in Washington, D.C., I've
come to realize we as a nation must put forth
a stronger effort to better society by making
ourselves more aware and by getting involved. We cannot afford to move into the
21st century with millions of America's
homeless rummaging through trash cans
and living on the streets.
Leibold, a junior, is an ethnic studies
major from Centerville. He went to Washington, D. C. as part of an ethnic studies class
taught by Bill Thompson.

LETTERS
No smoking policy
is o health issue
A few comments on the "Letters" section Friday, March 17:
First, I object to the heading
"Non-smokers (sic) lives are

BLOOM COUNTY

more important" given to Dr.
Kaplan's letter. It is simply misleading. I defy you to tell me
how Dr. Kaplan says one life or
lifestyle is more or less important than another. Using that
heading was a cheap way of
baiting others in this argument
and served to undermine the

doctor's well-reasoned and balanced message.
Second, I applaud Ms. Wise's
letter on the costs of smoking.
Her letter clearly demonstrated
the enormous financial burdens
caused by smoking that are incurred by everyone — including
more than two out of three peo-

by Berke Breathed

pie who do not smoke.
In contrast, the "smokers'
rights" activists, whose views
you have printed, have attacked
a straw man. Listen up, folks.
The no-smoking policy is not
about Big Brotherism or creating a totalitarian BGSU which
suspends civil rights. This is a
health issue. Smokers will certainly have the right to smoke as
much and as often as they like —
as long as their exercise of that
right does not infringe upon the
rights of others. Since the willful
emission of hazardous material
(i.e. carcinogens, etc. in exhaled
tobacco smoke) into an enclosed, public environment does
constitute a violation of the
rights of non-smokers (incidentally, a majority), the no-smoking policy can and should be implemented. It is that simple.
Just as smokers have the right
to choose whether or not to engage in a hazardous activity,
non-smokers must have the
right to choose whether or not to
live, breathe, eat, work, study,
etc. in a hazardous environment. The proposed no-smoking
policy at BGSU is not about suspending civil rights and limiting
choices for a minority group. It
is about protecting rights and
expanding choices tor everyone
at this institution.
Tom Linnard
Kaduate assistant
terpersonal and Public
Communication
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Local
USG declares
spending freeze
by Laura Hardy
staff reporter

Because the amount of money
left in the Undergraduate Student Government budget is unknown, its vice president suggested a spending freeze.
At the General Assembly
meeting Monday night, Kevin
Coughlin said money has been
allocated for the USG banquet
and for U.S. Senator Joseph Bitten, who will speak at the University on April 20.
Coughlin advised that no other
spending occur, with the exception of fees needed to renew
membership in the Ohio Student
Association, an organization
consisting of student governments from across the state.
"The situation is not as bad as
it seems," Coughlin said. "We
do have quite a bit of money left
but we don't exactly have it pinKinted how much money we do
ve."
"We are not unable to function
and are in no danger of a deficit," he added.
Kevin Thomas, USG treasurer, was unavailable for
comment at the meeting because he had another committment as vice president of the
Kappa Sigma house, according
to Coughlin.

■O News

by Jill Novak
staff reporter

BG News/Pat Mlngarelli
The Rev James Jordan discusses what he considers to be the
severely racist policies of Planned Parenthood

•

•
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"Contraception does not involve the taking of a human
life, but abortion is the murder
and killing of human beings,
and Planned Parenthood has
linked abortion as a birth control measure," Jordan said.
"They are two separate issues
and, of course, we all agree
abortion is murder."
At the conclusion of Jordan's
lecture, several people voiced
their disagreements with Jordan's statements.
"His (Jordan's) viewpoints
were mostly speculation. He
did not present facts, figures,
or any tangible data to support
the points he listed," Romy
Nocera, graduate student,
said.
In addition, Marian Silverman, also a graduate student,
said Jordan implied that
Planned Parenthood forced
abortions on (minorities),
whereas "abortion is a voluntary decision someone
makes and it cannot be forced
upon anybody."

Discover the
World of Mass
Communication
without leaving
BCSU!

Today's highlights:
D Robin Yocum &
David Murray
(Columbus Dispatch) (The Blade)
-Investigative Reporting Panel
-2:30 pm, Community Suite, Union
Steve Mason & Diane Scribner
-WRQN, "Toledo's Number One Morning
Show"
-3:30 pm, Community Suite, Union
Anthony Celebrezze
-Attorney General, State of Ohio
7 pm, 121 West Hall
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ed organized charity as 'a
symptom to a malignant
disease' and. with this is mind,
she started the American Birth
Control League, (which became Planned Parenthood)"
said Jordan, who spoke for 30
minutes.
Jordan said the organization
promotes promiscuity and
other problems among teens.
In addition, clinics confuse
the concepts of contraception
and abortion, he said.

Choose a quality typeset resume from

April 11, 12, 14, 15 at 8:00 pm
April 15 at 2,00 pm
Eva Marl* Saint Theatre
University Hall
Tickets: Adults $8
Students, Sr. Citizens S6

QH)KNfti
Get a Taste of Germany

"Planned Parenthood has to
be seen as the number-one
enemy of blacks, women and
children and it needs to be opposed and shut down," the
Rev. James Jordan stressed in
a lecture Monday night.
Jordan, whose visit was
sponsored by Students for Life,
said he opposes the organization for Christian reasons.
A noted theologian and
president of Biblical Horizons
Ministries in Tyler, Texas,
Jordan discussed the history
and evolution of Planned Parenthood.
He said when Planned Parenthood clinics first opened in
1916 they were "a convenient
smoke screen" for a vicious
form of racism.
"The bottom line was that in
that stage in history, Planned
Parenthood was organized to
support white supremacy. It
was explicity and implicity racist," Jordan said.
By providing birth control
for reduced costs or free, Margaret Sanger, the founder of
Planned Parenthood clinics,
could limit reproduction within
the lower classes.
"Sanger said (she wanted to
keep) the brown, black and yellow people from breeding so
much," Jordan said.
"She was thoroughly convinced that inferior races were
'human weeds' and 'a menace
to civilization' and she regard-

Mass

1/2 LB. NEW YORK STRIP STEAK
Includes: Baked Potato
Rolls & Butter
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Rev. blasts 'racist' practices

USG senators, however, expressed concern that the amount
remaining in the student
government budget is unknown.
"I can't believe a group that
has this much power doesn't
know how much money we
have," Mark Sieber, Intrafraternity Council representative to USG, said.
A $100 fund request from the
Caribbean Association for its
Reggae in Motion event planned
for April 27 failed Monday primarily because although many
senators said they supported the
event, they did not know if they
could afford it.
"We want to support this funding, but we can't. Out of fiscal
responsibility, it is necessary we
don't spend any money until we
know now much we have,"
Linda Popovich, USG senator,
said.
In other business, Coughlin
announced that Eric Rathburn
will continue to serve as USG
faculty liaison until his graduation in December 1989. Rathburn
has held the position throughout
the 1988-89 school year.
A second USG cabinet position
was filled Monday night when
Carol Ellensohn, University
Committees Coordinator, was
unanimously reelected by the
General Assembly to continue to
serve as coordinator for the
1989-90 school year.

Help bring the world together.
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SANDWICHES
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Tuesday
Ladies Night
featuring
"Pure Pleasure"
doors open at 6:30 p.m.

Wednesday
Motown Night
18 and over
25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254

6 INCH SUPERS ADD $1.00
OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 30, 1989
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Jetstream shift
chills NW Ohio

Cartoons to animate B.G.

by Chris Cheuvront
reporter

The descendants of Bugs Bunny and
Mickey Mouse can be seen Wednesday at 8
p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the
University Union.

Northwest Ohio's April showers have turned into snow flurries and
unseasonably cold winds because of a shift in the Jetstream flow.
According to Glen Frey, University associate professor in geography, this month's weather went from warm to cold as a result of
the Jetstream change.
"The Jetstream shifted from a south to north flow at the beginning
of the month to a north to south flow now," he said.
Frey said the north to south flow is bringing colder air with it,
pushing out the warm air the other Jetstream flow brought with it.
California is currently experiencing the weather we had at the beginning of this month, Frey said.
"California is now under warm air because its Jetstream flow is
from south to north," he said.
Frey would not predict when the cold weather will end, but said
most weather shifts last an average of 10 days. However, he said
sometimes weather shifts last from four days to two or three
months.
"As a rule of thumb. I will not make a weather forecast that is
longer than three days, he said.
But the National Weather Service and the Toledo Express Airport
said Wednesday's highs will be in the 45-degree range and Thursday's highs will be between 45 and 50 degrees.
The National Weather Service also called this week's weather
"unseasonably cold," but predicted temperatures in the 50s for Friday.
Frey said the nation's major rain storms are occurring along the
Southern and Eastern coasts.

LOOKING FOR A PERFECT
SUMMER JOB?
WE HAVE ONE FOR VOUI

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS
SPEECH A LANGUAGE THERAPISTS
AND ASSISTANTS NEEDED
CCC enpervle.d. Hour* ■

xMedlo

rd ASMA Certification.

CAMP LEE MAR

A Camp For Children Wrlh Special N.
Northeastern Pennsylvania, 90 mil** from NYC

JUNE 26 - AUGU8T 20
For detailed information, call or write to:
MS. LEE MARRONE
306 E. 72nd St., Suite A-711, New York. NY 10021

.•ss-raso

The program will run about 90 minutes
and is free and open to the public.

by Fred Wright
staff reporter

The film festival entitled "Animation
Celebration" features 20 short animation
films created by various animation techniques as claymation, computer imaging
and computer enhancement.

Jim
Miko
The BG News
Salesperson of the uueekl
March 28-31. 1989
SUMMER AND FALL
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

"It's the best recent animation collected
from around the world," Masuga said.
Short animation films are shown from a
number of countries, including the United
States, Great Britain, Canada and Bulgaria.
The festival includes the film "Chromosaur-

Masuga said if the response to the film is
good, animation films wul be brought to the
campus more often.
Jack Nachbar, professor of popular culture, said animation is experiencing a resurgence in popularity with such films as
"Who Framed Roger Rabbit?" and "The
Land Before Time."

Seniors help future teachers
OSEA branch is the largest in
the nation for the secondstraight year.
"A lot universities really
model what we do," said Terrell, who, with Falter, has been
a member of the University
branch since her freshman year.
"Whin we go around training
other people, I always say this is
what we do and it works."
Falter has held the position of
Northwest Regional repersentative for the past two years. Her
job entails recruiting members
in Northwest Ohio, and distributing a newsletter three times
a year.
She serves on the Instructual
and Professional Development

by Charles Toil
reporter

The University, known for its
education majors, has two of the
most influential students in
Ohio.
Angela Falter and Diane Terrell, senior elementary education majors, hold two of the 10
offices on the advisory board in
the Ohio Student Education Association.
Their time is spent helping
others become better prepared
for teaching professions upon
graduation.
And their words are welltaken because the University's

Job
Every time a person completes a work experience — such
as summer or part-time work —
a person's work goals are clarified.
Most important is to realize
people who are unsuccessful in
their first jobs are not failures.
These people "have to work
through their feelings and see
what they can learn from that
situation. In a way, it's good that
they find out what they want in a
job," Tussing said.

D Continued from page 1.
"It is important that the student engages in self-assessment
— explores values and what is
important to them about work,"
KroUsaid.
She said a good method is to
list every quality about a job
that is important to a student.
This helps determine if the position being offered closely
resembles the criteria listed.

BURLINGTON OPTICAL. DOES IT AGAIN!
TOLFDO'S BFST CONTACT & EYEGLASS PRICES

(212)'

Congratulations

Steve Masuga, campus films director for
the University Activities Organization, said
the program features films on the cutting
edge of animation.

us" bv Pacific Data Images.
"It s animation on a more mature level.
It's not for little kids but more for people on
the college level," Masuga said.

CONTACTS

34?*
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548a;
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committee. Working with 20
teachers from the OEA, she
plans two workshops annually.
Last year, she was selected to
one of five seats in the National
Education Association, where
she serves as National Education Assistant. A primary purpose of the assoication is to set
goals and directions for the year
in local OSEA chapters, she
said.
Terrell is completing her first
year as Parlimentarian for the
State Advisory Board. She has
spent the last year working with
the Ohio State University
branch in Newark by helping
them begin their association.

April 10 - 14, 1989
10:00 - 4:00

"With the training and professional development through
(OSEA workshops), I feel better
prepared to handle the classroom," Falter said.
Terrell said the OSEA has
been a good preparation for her
future teaching career.
"It's been great for me, I've
had some really great experiences in it," she said.

Terrell also serves on the
Commission of Organization and
Development with 19 teachers
from OEA. They plan two
leadership conferences for
teachers, a five-day conference
in August at Ohio University and
a three-day conference in April
at Kent State University.

Although they both are graduating in May with teaching
degrees, their plans for the future are quite different.
Falter, who because of attending summer school is graduating in three years, said she plans
on getting a job teaching elementary classes somewhere in
northwest Ohio, while Terrell
said she wants to teach for a few
years and then go into politics.

Another responsibility of the
OSEA is to set up workshops in
the areas of stress management
and time management, as well
as other problems teachers have

"A lot of students here really
don't know how political education is," Terrell said. "NEA is so
political, you almost have to like
it or it will drive you crazy.''

Steroids
U Continued from page 1.
Texas.
Jerry Phillips, who is legally
representing Villanucci through
the law firm of Wittenberg and
Phillips, said he has not decided
on a defense for Villanucci.
"I'm not sure yet, it depends
on what the charges will be,"
Phillips said. "Really I think the
trial will be delayed anyway
while we wait for the charges to
comedown."
Foley said the steroids came

Petti's

BGSU
BLOODMOBILE

to deal with on a day-to-day
basis.

COUPON -----------Get Acquainted With Rib Shack Ribs
OFF

SiWfc

«

from outside the U.S., but he
would not confirm the specific
source of the drugs.
Greg Michael, chief deputy of
the Lucas County Sheriff's law
enforcement division, was unavailable for comment on details
of the case.
Villanucci, a 1985 graduate,
was a football standout at the
University. He was named second team all-Mid American Conference as a defensive lineman
his senior year.
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ANYBBQ
BABYBACK RIBS
DINNER

with col* stiw or sppu uuca,
bikod or broasud potato,
hornsmado rolls
With this coupon—Dine In Only
(Reg. Price $7.95)
119 N. Main, B.G.
Coupon good 4 p m. 'Ill closing
PHONE 353-0068
Thru Sun., April 16, 1889
Open Mon.-Thurs. 3-11 p.m.; Frl. a Sat. 3-Mldnlght; Sun. 3-9 p.m.

GRAND BALLROOM • UNIVERSITY ONION

CDCC SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
llCC
STUDENTS WHO NEED

707-711 THIRD
715-719 THIRD
723-727 THIRD

«1 BR furnished
or unfurnished

402 HIGH ST.

«2 BR unfurnished
summer only

649 SIXTH

«2 BR furnished

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

831 SEVENTH

«2 BR furnished

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type ol
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

839 SEVENTH

• 1 BR unfurnished

FOREST APARTMENTS
-853 NAPOLEON
• 751 HIGH
-849 NAPOLEON
-851 NAPOLEON

• 2 BR furnished or
unfurnished.

319 E. WOOSTER
724 S. COLLEGE

*1 BR furnished
«2 BR unfurnished

806 SCOTT HAMILTON

•« BR house

140 MANVILLE

'large unfum. house
9 month lease avail.

259ft S. PROSPECT

«2 BR unfurnished

706 Second A
706 Second C

«2 BR furnished
•Efficiency furnished

244 N. ENTERPRISE

'Rooming house

1 50 » 150V. MANVILLE

«2 BR & 1 BR

316 N. ENTERPRISE

«4 BR house

211 S. COLLEGE B

'Efficiency

722 EIGHTH

«3 BR house:
A-Frame

51 7 E. REED 8 B

'1 BR unfum.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
OFFICE AT 319 E. WOOSTER
OFFICE HOURS 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
354-2260 OR 353-3850

For more information call 352-4575

American Red Cross

• We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over S10 billion In private sector
funding.
• Many scholarships are given to atudents based on their academic interests.
career plans, family heritage and place of residence
• There's money available for students who have been newspaper carriers,
grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokera. .etc.
• Results GUARANTEED.
CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

]
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The Honors Student Association
^^ Wishes to Congratulate
\ffi^ The New 1989-90 Council:
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Communications
Newsletter
Fundraising
Travel
Special Events
Informative

Mike Pollock
B.J. Barber
Scott Snyder
Janet Bruns
Joan Hoffman
John Kohlstrand
Jennifer Swedlow
Bob Liegl
Janet Uhrick
Tandi K. Rogers
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University set for siblings
Movies and trips scheduled Dance wraps up weekend
them more outlets to experience
college life but in a more positive creative way," Owen said.
Lisa Marsh, graduate adviser
Movies, field trips, dances and for the University Activities Orcontests are just some of the ac- ganization and graduate student
tivities on the agenda for the in college student personnel,
said the program has been set
SibsN'Kids Weekend.
Maureen Owen, coordinator of up differently this year to inthe event, said siblings will start clude students of all age groups.
"I think it's a wonderful idea.
arriving in the Union Oval from
the Cleveland area at 3:45 p.m., With the different populations
oncampus, the event tries to
April 14 via Greyhound buses.
Return buses will leave the serve everybody's needs," said
Marsh.
Union Oval at 2 p.m., April 16.
On Friday, UAO will show the
Owen, graduate student in college student personnel, said the films "The Wizard of Oz" at 7
Erogram is different this year p.m. and "Who Framed Roger
ecause, for the first time, older Rabbit?" at 9 and 11 p.m. Saturstudents and their kids will be day, "Who Framed Roger Rabable to participate in the activi- bit?" will be shown again at 7. 9
and 11 p.m. The movies will be
ties.
Owen said there has been shown in 210 Math Science buildmore cooperation among cam- ing.
An entertainment extravapus organizations in planning
ganza entitled "B'Dazzle" will
activities for the event.
"In the past, there has been take place at 9 p.m. Friday in
more opportunities for them
See Sibs, page 6.
(sibs) and we're able to give
by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

Donors Dwindling

by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

"Twistin' The Night Away" is the theme for the dance marathon
that will end Sibs and Kids Weekend and kick off the University's
annual Greek Week.
Theresa Joyce, Greek Week adviser, said the dance will begin at 8
p.m. April 15 and end 8 a.m. April 16. The event will be held in Eppler
Gymnasium.
Joyce, graduate student in college student personnel, said besides
a disc jockey, music will be provided by four bands — Sheepish Grin,
Braille Radio, Groove Masters and Phantom Circus, formerly The
Exchange.
The cost of the dance is $1 and students/sibs can have sign-up
sheets for sponsors who will donate money to charity for the number
of hours they dance.
The event will include a "Best Pizza in B.C. Contest" where, for
SI, students can taste-test seven varieties of pizza and vote for the
best.
Refreshments will be provided free.
Joyce said students do not have to participate in the marathon, but
can just come for the entertainment.
Maureen Owen, graduate student in college personnel and coordinator of the event, said all profits made from the dance and pizza
contest will benefit Bowling Green's Big Brothers and Big Sisters,
Child Resource Center, Family and Child Abuse Prevention Center
and the Wood County Council of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse.

BG News/John Potter

The American Red Cross blood drive started slowly Monday, collecting only about 80 pints towards their goal of 160 pints. Donors
are urgently needed to help fill the 275 pints used daily in northwest
Ohio, and may donate between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. through Friday
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
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Blotter
uBart A. Householder of Fort
Wayne, Ind. was arrested for
disorderly conduct Thursday
after police said they observed
him urinating on the side of a
building in the 200 block of North
Main Street.
:John D. Schneider, 216
Rogers, was arrested Thursday
for possession of a false ID after
police said he showed them an
altered driver's license when
they found him lying on the
6round intoxicated in the 200
lock of North Prospect Avenue.
UEdward V. Puhalj, 218 Conklin, was arrested for open container Friday after police said
they observed him with a plastic
cup of beer in the 200 block of
North Main Street.
Li Catherine Desenclos, 825
Sixth St., was arrested Friday

for shoplifting $60 worth of merchandise from Hart's, 1094 N.
Main St., police said.
DScott M. Kent, 304 Chapman,
was arrested Friday for possession of a false ID at Howard's
Club H, 210 N. Main St., police
said.
David P. Gustwiller, 205
Beta Theta Pi, was arrested
Friday for possession of a false
ID at Howard's Club H, police
said.
DSteven J. Snyder, 11851 Newton Road, was arrested for open
container Friday after police
said they observed him with a
glass of alcohol in a parking lot
on South Main Street.
LJDavid C. Spath of Erie, Pa.

10 VISITS ONLY $20
5 VISITS FOR $10
with this ad to April 15, 1989
good at these locations

Hair Unlimited
143 W. Wooster
the Wash House
248 N. Main
YOUR TANNING PROFESSIONALS
•SINCE 1980*

D
/■" "*\S
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Keith A. Alleman, 204 Sigma
Chi, was arrested for open container after police said they observed him throwing a beer bottle on the street and breaking it.
Police said Alleman also presented a false ID.

The World Student Association is
looking for 23 energetic and
motivated individuals to be Board
& Commitee for year 1989-90!!

SENIOR
CHALLENGE

£

(Ci

QClifford E. McGurk in, 309
Kohl, was arrested for disorderly conduct Sunday on Ridge
Street, police said.

Applications forms are available at
403 South Hall.
Application Deadline: April 14, 1989
Interview: April 17-19, 1989
Elections: April 23, 1989
|join WSA now for a rewarding experience you'll
never forget!! Everyone is welcome to apply.
For Further info, Call Melynda at 353-5233.

THE
TANNING
CENTER

\

A student reported a leather
jacket, valued at about $200, was
stolen from a party in the 800
block of East Wooster Street
Saturday.

GSS
: Continued from page 1.
as a member of the GSS"
executive board.
Since no one at the meeting
was nominated for, or expressed
interest in, the position of GSS
secretary, an appointment for
the position will be made by
Fraser next year.

I

was arrested for disorderly conduct Saturday after police said
they observed him walking on a
car in a city parking lot.

flfvMA JAA/£
MAMA JANE WANTS MORE KIDS!
Let her adopt you, and you'll get:
Free Ice Cream Every Wednesday Afternoon
New Friends
New Skills That Will Last a Lifetime
MONEY MONEY
Free Bonus Meals
Sign up to work for Food Operations
this Summer or Fall!
Mama will be cooking for students in Founders and making malts in
Zzas from June 17 until August 12. and she's invited all kinds of folks
to dine at Harshman from June 1 until August 13.
If you don't want to work that much, how about helping her feed 1500
Buckeye Boys Staters from June 17 to the 25th, or 3500 teenagers from
August 4 to 8th?
Applications for summer and/or Fall work will be available from any
Dining Hall or Snack Bar Cashier or Manager until May 5, during regular
serving hours, or at the Office of Student Employment. 460 Student
Services Building, 9am-12Noon and l-4pm, Monday through Friday.

Challenge
Senior Giving Week
April 10-14th
Goal $70,000
TAKE THE CHALLENGE

Mama Jane really needs you this Fall because she' s invited over 8000
people for breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks, seven days a week. (She ^
likes everyone here for dinner, you know!)
COMMONS HARSHMAN
MCDONALD KREISCHER
AMANI

GALLEY

ZZAS

BERRIES
FOUNDERS

TOWERS INN

GARDEN TERRACE DELI CHILYS
BAKE SHOP
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Censorship felt
in high schools
by Fred Wright
staff reporter

More than a year has passed since the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that school administrators have the right to suppress controversial
stories in high school newspapers.
According to two local high school newspaper advisers, the ruling
has affected their newspapers.
"It makes us look more carefully at some of the articles we put
in," said Diane Klein, faculty adviser for Bowling Green High
School's newspaper. The Scarlet Parrot
The ruling stemmed from a suit involving journalism students at
Hazelwood East High School in Missouri. Their principal censored
two stories about teen pregnancy and divorce from the school newspaper. The Supreme Court ruled 5-3 in favor of the principal.
Justice Byron White wrote for the majority, "A school need not
tolerate student speech that is inconsistent with its basic educational
mission."
However, Klein said she disagrees with the Supreme Court ruling.
Klein said 77ie Scarlet Parrot always has promoted responsible
and accurate journalism and the ruling encourages students to avoid
controversial subjects, such as teen drug use and teenage sexuality.
If she had a problem with publishing a story because of its subject
matter, Klein said she would discuss the story with the student and
the principal.
Dale Price, adviser for Toledo Woodward High School's paper,
The Tattler, said his newspaper was in a censorship battle at the
time of the Hazelwood decision.
In November 1987, 77ie Tattler published an article about inadequate health care at the school and the principal censored the article
by confiscating all copies of the published newspaper. Since that incident, the assistant principal has reviewed any potentially controversial articles before publication.
"The Hazelwood decision served to support that policy," Price
said.

Skaters stage
'Ice Horizons'
by Jennifer Taday
staff reporter

University students will have
the chance to witness Ice Horizons '89, a biannual ice exhibition, April 21 and 22.
Linda Cadden. director and
choreographer of the ice exhibition, said the exhibition first began in 1968 with local and guest
skaters.
Performers in this year's
show will include the University
skating club, the city's junior
and adult skating clubs, several
Falconettes and guest skaters,
she said.
"Guest skaters include
Natalie and Wayne Seybold, who
were the silver pairs national
champions and who are also
ranked fourth in world competition," Cadden said. "Also skating is Jenny Meno, who is an upcoming national champion and
possible Olympic material."
Julie Godown, a senior marketing major skating in the ex-

hibition for a second time, said
the show includes three sections.
The first is a production of the
"Wizard of OzT' which will include most of the junior club
members playing the "munchkins," Godown said, adding she
will be playing the Wicked Witch
of the West.
The other acts of the ice show
include an Oriental section and a
prehistoric era section, she said.
According to Cadden, the exhibition will be performed by
about 225 skaters, many of
whom have been practicing
since December.
During the 20-year history of
the show, guest skaters such as
Olympians Scott Hamilton and
Kitty and Peter Carruthers have
performed, she said.
"Scott Hamilton began skating at the University in the exhibition 20 years ago as a munchkin in the 'Wizard of Oz' sequence," she said. "This is the
first year that Hamilton will not
be skating in the show because
of a prior engagement."

Sibs
D Continued from page 5.
the Falcon's Nest. Entertainment will include music and a
game similar to the "Newlywed
Game," where students and
their sibs will pair up and answer questions for prizes.
Saturday, there will be a cartoon festival from 8 to 11 a.m. in
the Off-Campus Student Center,
featuring Bugs Bunny.
Also on Saturday morning,
buses will be available to transport students and their sibs on a
field trip to the Toledo Zoo.
Buses will leave the Union Oval
at 9:30 and return at 1 p.m.
Saturday afternoon, there will
be a picnic/concert between

Harshman and Kreischer Quadrangles from 4 to 6 p.m. featuring the band "Earthwood."
Jugglers and a magician also
will be present. Food coupons
will be accepted at the picnic.
Saturday night, a dance marathon entitled, "TwistuV The
Night Away," will be held in
Eppler South from 8 p.m. until 8
a.m. for $1 admission. During
the dance, students and their
sibs can be involved in a "Best
Pizza in B.G." contest where
they will be given samples of
seven different varieties of pizza
from local restaurants and can
vote for the best one.
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LOFT RENTAL REGISTRATION
Options For 1989-90:
1

Call 352-3836 for a Mall In
Registration Form (Due by
5/20)
2. Sign up at the University
Union. Fort Room. 3rd floor.
April 10-14. 9-5
1 Bed
YOU WILL GET
* Free Assembly
* Free Ladder
Plus A
* 10 % Discount
by making your payment by
May 20, 1989
Loft Construction
P.O. Box 538
800 Lehman
352-3836
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(Mon. thru Frl. 9-5)

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
NEXT TO CAMPUS & STORES
CLOSE TO TOWN

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS
AIR CONDITIONED

LAUNDRY • SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

Call to hear about
our other locations.

R.E. MANAGEMENT
352-9302
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-FALCON BASEBALL
WILL POCK THE ROCKETS"
Bowling Graat. Bavaraga. Inc

Hershiser 'grew'during BG stay
by Al Franco
sports reporter

courtesy the Key/Mark Thalman
Orel Hershiser loves the sunshine of Los Angeles, but things weren't al- I fered through some lows at Bowling Green before becoming one of the
ways so bright for the star pitcher of the Dodgers. The righthander suf- | premier hurlers in baseball.

Gridders 'spring'into action
by Andy Woodard
assistant managing editor

After a 2-8-1 season, it would be easy to understand if the Bowling
Green football team had a negative attitude in spring practice.
However, Falcons' head coach Moe Ankney said his team is anything but that — playing upbeat in preparation for next season.
"Fve liked what Fve seen so far. Their attitude has been excellent
—that's the key thing," said Ankney, who held a
controlled scrimmage Friday. "They've played
really hard and learned a lot.
"They've responded well in these first two
weeks.
But, Ankney, who is entering his fourth season,
said keeping an upbeat attitude and building confidence is not always easy in the Spring.
"We can build confidence by emphasizing the
good things that they do," said Ankney, whose
team finished eighth in the Mid-American Confer- Ankney
ence last year. "But it's tough because they're not
playing (another team).
"In the fall if we win, everyone feels good. If we lose, then everyone feels bad. Now some feel good and some feel bad (after each
practice)."
One of Ankney's primary concerns this spring is improving the
running attack.
In the scrimmage, the Falcons utilized an option rushing game.

The coach said the Falcons have been using an option play for the
entire spring.
"But we still have a long way to go," he said. "If we can get it to be
effective, I think it'll help the offense."
In the scrimmage, senior tailback Charles Edgerton rushed for a
team-high 61 yards on 18 carries. Junior Rozeue Winters had 52
yards in 11 attempts, while sophomore Scott Lindsey gained 43 yards
in eight tries.
At quarterback, senior Rich Dackin has been going through light
workouts in the first two weeks. He is rehabilitating from a broken
right (throwing) wrist suffered in a 37-10 loss at Western Michigan
last year.
Dackin began non-contact drills Monday.
"He's been out there everyday, but he's been limited," Ankney
said of the 1987 All-MAC performer. "The doctors are really pleased
with his progress. We'll let him scrimmage, but there'll be no one
hitting him.
Sophomore Pat Gucciardo and redshirt freshmen Paul Seeley and
Eric White have emerged as the top quarterbacks thus far, Ankney
said.
But he said whoever is No. 1 two weeks from now will be No. 2 behind Dackin in the fall.
In addition to deciding the top players at each position, Ankney
said he is concerned with the depth at several spots — tight end,
offensive line and defensive line.
See Spring, page 9.

Falcons drop three Men's tennis team
in weekend action breaks long jinx
by Amy Cole
sports reporter

For the Softball team, the
winning ways which took it to a
Mid-American Conference title
last season were again taking
shape as it opened up with a
strong showing in MAC contests.
The Falcons claimed victory
in eight of their last nine meetings, all but two of which were in
the MAC, including a 3-2 win
over Eastern Michigan in the
first game of a four game series
this past weekend.
The streak, however, was
broken as the Hurons came back
in the last three games to sweep
BG by scores of 2-0,8-2 and 1-0 to
take a 3-1 advantage on the
weekend.
The losses dropped the Falcons record to 10-18 overall and
put them in third place in the
MAC behind Toledo and Western
Michigan with a record of 6-4.
For BG, the closest of the
three defeats came in the final
game of the series as EMU downed the squad by a score of 1-0.
EMU's junior infielder Gina
Vitale led off the bottom of the
seventh inning for the Hurons
with a triple off of Falcon pitcher Lisa Hufford to threaten a
scoreless tie. A wild pitch from
Hufford, with a close play at the
plate, scored Vitale for the winning run.
"You hate to lose a ball game
'.ike that," BG head coach Jae-

quie Joseph said. "If you lose a
ball game on one ball or on one
Clay, then you aren't supposed
twin."
Karen Applebaum connected
for the Falcons lone hit, as well
as being one of only two Falcon
baserunners.
But the biggest loss for the
Falcons occurred in the third
game of the series as the Hurons
collected five unearned runs in
the fifth inning en route to an 8-2
victory.
BG took a 2-0 lead in the top of
the fifth on scores by outfielder
Becky Bailey and Hufford, but
in the second half of the inning,
four BG errors contributed to
five EMU runs.
The Hurons posted three more
runs, all earned, in the sixth off
of freshman hurler Terri Lattimer, who relieved Hufford,
took the loss after four and
two-thirds innings.
BG tallied its two runs on four
hits and added seven errors.
"Obviously you can't expect to
win when you make that many
mistakes,'' Joseph said. "We
just need to work on getting
mentally tougher."
For the Falcons the weekend
trip to Ypsilanti was not a comSlete loss as the team posted a
2 victory in eight innings in the
first game of the series.
The teams were tied at one
apiece going into the bottom of
the seventh inning. The deadSee Softball, page 9.

by Matt Schroder
sports reporter

The Bowling Green men's
tennis team accomplished a feat
on Friday that had eluded them
for the past two years — a victory against a fellow MidAmerican Conference school.
The win came at the expense
of rival Toledo, and coupled with
a come-from-behind victory
over Cincinnati on Saturday, the
Falcons won their seventh consecutive match to improve their
record to 8-7.
Neither match was won easily, however, as BG was forced
to rally from behind to earn 5-4
victories in both matches.
Against the Rockets, BG's
first three singles, Andy Sallee,
J.P. Green, and Pete Ellsworth
fell to Toledo's Brian Draxl,
Jerome Moenter and Chris England, respectively.
But the next three singles
matches were a different story.
Mike Hain defeated Luis Igelisias 6-3, 6-2 for the first Falcon
triumph, Steve Mudre downed
Tom Myers 6-3, 6-3, and Doug
Dickenson easily handled Aaron
Pinkus 6-3, 6-2, to tie the match
at three a piece heading into the
three doubles matches.
"Anytime you go into doubles
at three-all, you just have to go
in and take charge." BG head
coach Gene Orlando said. "If
you don't, you can't expect to
win,"

Take charge is exactly what
the Falcons did, as they took two
of three doubles matches to win
the meet 5-4. It was the duos of
Mudre and Ellsworth, and Sallee and Dickenson winning in
straight sets that closed out the
Rockets.
The match against UC was a
carbon copy of the UT contest.
After dropping the first three
singles matches, the Falcons
rallied to win the next three. According to Orlando, the match of
the day on Saturday was Main's
3-6, 6-2, 7-6 comeback win over
David Mayhan.
"Steve and Doug won their
matches rather quickly, and it
just came down to Mike," he
said. "He pulled off a great
comeback, and it was a big
Zlift for the guys. It really put
: momentum on our side.

Almost 10 years ago to date,
the Bowling Green campus saw
the maturing of one of today's
most prolific pitchers — Orel
Hershiser.
That's right, Hershiser as in
the 1988 Los Angeles Dodgers
World Series champ, Cy Young
Award winner, World Series
MVP,Associated PressMale
Athlete of the Year, National
League Championship Series
MVP andSportwg News Player
of the Year.
But the realities of stardom
were inconceivable when Hershiser stepped foot on BG's Steller Field via a partial scholarship from high school in
Cherry Hill, N. J. In fact, even a
college baseball career seemed
out of Hershiser's reach.
"I shagged a lot of balls in the
outfield my first two years,"
Hershiser said. "I didn't play
any role on the team. I didn't
make the team until my junior
year and I still didn't pitch
enough to earn a varsity letter."
And Hershiser refuses to use
politics as an excuse for not
earning a position on the squad.
"It was frustrating, but it
wasn't the coach's fault," Hershiser said. "I just didn't play
well enough to make the team.
Hershiser simply wasn't good
enough.
Upon his arrival at BG, Hershiser was a sophomore beanpole at 6 feet and 155 pounds.
And along with his baseball talent, his academic skills were
feeble.
"My freshman year I was
academically ineligible," he

n See Orel, page 9.

Men's track team
tails to Ball State
by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter

It was a bittersweet weekend for the men's track team.
While Bowling Green experienced an 87-76 drubbing by
Ball State Saturday at Robert
E. Whittaker Field, individual Falcon accomplishments
possibly overshadowed a loss
in their first Mid-American
Conference meet this season.
Taking the spotlight was
sophomore Kyle Wray, who
broke a 21-year-old shot put
record with a throw of
53-feet-7. Wray's toss eclipsed
the previous record, set in
1968 by Merl Michael's, by
four inches. The record was
one of the longest-standing in
BG track history.
Wray, who red-shirted last
season, said his recordshattering throw could be a
stepping stone for his upcoming performances.
"The 53-feet-7 felt good,"
Wray said. "It's not really respective of what I want to be,
though. My goal is to go over
60 feet."
Along with the shot victory,
Wray also captured a win in
the discus with a throw of 161
feet-2. Junior Ron Heard was
another double winner for the
Falcons. He took top honors
in the 100-meter dash (10.7
seconds) and the 200-meter
(21.9).
Other winners for BG were
Ken Rankin in the long jump
(22-f eet-2 3/4), Scott Bandeen
in the high jump (6-feet-2),
Jon Hickman in the
3,000-meter steeplechase
(9:50) and Mike Stives with a
1:53.6 in the 800-meter run.

"Confidence is real high on the
team right now, and we re going
to take that into next weekend,"
Hain said.

Still, the Falcons could not
emerge with a victory.
Nonetheless, co-head coach
Sid Sink said the meet was a
positive one for the team.
"We were not disappointed
in their performances at all,"
Sink said. "The conditions
weren't very good. We were
happy with the way they
competed.
The team in no way laid
down."

Next weekend the Falcons will
travel to Oxford on Friday to
challenge Miami, while Saturday they take on Ball State in
Muncie, bid.

The 400- and 1,600-meter relays proved to be one of BG's
stumbling blocks. Had the
Falcons won one of the relays, they would have only

BG used that momentum to
their advantage in the ensuing
doubles matches, as the number
one and two teams won in
straight sets for the fourth and
fifth wins.

said. "I didn't have good grades
at all."
But Hershiser, like the calf
who falls or wobbles aimlessly
until it gains strength to stride
gracefully, came of age.
"I think the biggest thing is I
just matured," Hershiser said.
I was a young freshman as I
was born in September and most
my classmates were a year older than I was. I just matured
and really grew to have an interest in school and going to
class."
This maturing was evident the
semester after he became ineligible.
"That summer my parents
sent me back to summer school,
and I made the dean's list," he
said. "From then on, I was pretty much an average student."
Organization in the classroom
and physical growth paved the
way for a more promising athletic career.
"I grew in that (education)
and it turned over and helped
my baseball, my work habits.
And then, I started to mature
physically. I grew three inches
and gained 20 pounds my sophomore year. So going into my
junior year I was really a
different person."
In his sophomore year, Hershiser was 0-1 and only pitched
in 13.3 innings. But the next
season saw the evolution of an
intimidator, going from twig to
thug.
Hershiser stood at 6-foot-3 and
182 pounds, a weight which isn't
quite World Wrestling Federation material but still a force
in the collegiate ranks. And he
had the power behind it, raising

lost the meet by one point.
But after losing the 400 relay
by three-tenths of a second
(43.2 to 42.9) earlier in the
meet, the Falcons could not
recover, even with a win in
the 1,600.
Sink said Heard's absence
in the 400, which occured because he participated in a
football scrimmage Friday,
and injuries in both relays
helped account for the shortfallings.
The Falcons also had the
opportunity to observe two of
the better teams in the MAC
— Eastern Michigan and Central Michigan. The two competed against each other in a
concurrent dual meet. Sink
said seeing three MAC teams
was beneficial for the Falcons.
"It will help our confidence," Sink said. "We know
(Ball State) will be one of the
teams to beat, and after seeing Eastern and Central, we
feel like we're closer to them
than we thought."
"Everyone pulled together,
and I think that will really
help down the road," Sink
added.
C D □

The women's team, which
traveled to Oxford for the
Miami Invitational, did not
compete because of the cold
weather.
Temperatures at the meet
hovered near 35 degrees,
prompting head coach Lee
LaBadie to return his troops
to Bowling Green.
"I decided we did not need
to run when it was that cold,"
LaBadie said. "When it's 35
degrees, there is a higher
chance of injury, especially in
the sprints.
Because the meet was not
scored on a team basis, LaBadie said not competing at
the meet should not hurt the
Falcons at Toledo today or in
the future.
"We've always used the
Miami meet as a stepping
stone for improvement on
what we've already done. We
would not have gained anything from running in that
weather," he said.
The men's and women's
track teams travel to Toledo
today to take part in MidAmerican Conference
contests. The men will look to
rebound from Saturday's loss
with a triangular meet with
perennial MAC power
Eastern Michigan and
Toledo, while the women will
compete with the Rockets in a
dual meet.
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Ruggers win MAC tournament
ior division, improving the ruggers' combined record to 15-2-1.
Head coach Roger Mazzarella
said four key players sustained
injuries, possibly from the treacherous playing conditions
caused by the weather.
"It was eztremlv cold out and
it was snowing," he said. "And
on parts of the field the mud
would cover the players' feet. A
lot of times we had a play on and
because of the cold hands and
cold ball, we ended up dropping
the ball."
Casualties included inside
center Gus Saponari, fullback
Steve Market, wing Chad Gaizu-

by Charles Toil
sports reporter

The rugby club, battling injuries and cold weather, won its
eighth straight Mid-American
Conference tournament chamSionship this past weekend as
ley swept all the honors at Kent
State University.
The A team won the senior
division championship with victories over the Umverstiy of
Miami and Ball State University, while the two B teams took
first and second place in the jun-

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

SKYDIVING
Cleveland Sport
Parachuting School

Scoring tries for the Falcons
against BSU was flyhalf Brian
Kane and full back Marker, who
suffered a hip pointer on his
score. Adding two conversions
was scrumhaB Jim Williams.

15199 GrovtRd
216-548-4511

ENJO I

Garrettivllle, Ohio 44231

VNlft 'N 89 W^1-

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
hone 352-9378

835 High St - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00-4 30

All residents will nave membership privileges
to Cherrywood Health Spa
Complete facilities lor men and women
e Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
e Metro Sauna
e Complete Eierclae Equipment
e Indoor Heated Pool
e New Welsht Equipment
e Tanning Booth Available
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Saturday, the Falcons crushed
their long-time rival MU 20-3.
Scoring tries in the slaughter
was inside center Gus Saponari
and flanker Kyle Fulmer. Williams added four penalty kicks.
Mazzarella said the Redskins
usually try to intimidate their
opponents, but the Falcons were
not affected by the tactics.
"They were butting heads on
scrums and stepping on guys'
feet ... trying to be the tough
guys on the block," he said.
But the game was only in doubt
for the first five minutes."
Prop Dan Martello added that
MU usually tries to run illegal
[lays and do whatever they can
o gain a mental edge.
"I think it had more of a reverse effect," he said. "The
more they tried to intimidate us,
the more mad we became."
In the junior division the two B
teams, which were actually a Bl
team and a B2 team made of C
team players and rookies, were
scheduled to play each other for
the championship game, but
Mazzarella called it off because
he did not want his teams playing each other.

The B2 team victories included a 9-0 victory over BSU's
B team and a crushing 22-0 decision over KSU's B team. Leading the scoring for the Falcons
was wing Brian Zele, who had a
penalty Kick and a conversion
against BSU. Flyhalf Chris Mazurek had two trys and conversions in the KSU game.
Because of the success of the
B2 team, the Bl team only got to
6lay one game, and they made
le most of it with a 19-0 shutout
over MU's B team. Eight-man
Paul McCutcheon led the team
with two tries.
The ruggers A and B teams
Slay their first-round game in
le Midwestern tournament at
College Park at 1 p.m. Saturday.
BG gained a berth via their Ohio
Tournament Championship won
in October 1988. Their first opponent is the University of Tennesee, who defeated the Falcons
last year.
The C and D teams play in a
smaller college tournament
Saturday at the Wooster College
Scottish Festival in Wooster.

by Dugg Lamielle

Mona

Monday-Friday

Housing Openings for SUMMER & Fall
9 mo. —12 mo. Leases
Features
PIEDMONT APTS
a bedroom -1 ■< baths

BIRCHWOOD PLACE 450 SIXTH ST
SMALL BLDG5 - MANV1LLE BETWEEN
6TH AND 7IH
RAILVIEW MINI ■ WAREHOUSE
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT

Us and All-American candidate
lock Mark Manning.
Mazzarella said with all the
injuries, the backfield was playing out of sync.
"'You could tell they haven't
practiced much together," he
said. "It was painfully obvious.
The holes were there, but we
couldn't get through them."
Despite the injuries, Mazzarella said the players save a total
team effort on Sunday to shut
out BSU 124. He noted the performance of the forwards, who
he criticized for being out of
shape and lackluster against
Notre Dame University the previous week.
"The forwards did a complete
turnaround from last week," he
said. "They held the team
together during the game. After
having that close game with ND.
these guys really pulled
together."
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Home of the Cheaper Deal

210 N. MAIN

The Bowling Green
baseball team, off to its
best start in school history,
begins Mid-American Conference play today when
they host Toledo in a
doubleheader starting at 1
p.m.
The Falcons will be looking to avenge last year's
4-0 and 5-2 setbacks to the
Rockets in the MAC
opener. BG leads the series
47-42, but since the 1983
season TU holds a 16-4
edge.
The Falcons will be looking to extend their eightgame winning streak. The
current string of Falcon
victories matches the
streak of the 1983 team.
Head coach Ed Platzer,
in his seventh season at the
helm of the Falcon proSam, currently possesses
H65-4 record at BG and
a 209-212-6 showing in eight
overall seasons. TU coach
Stan Sanders is in his 20th
season and is the owner of
a 451-338-3 mark.
The doubleheader could
feature a match of the best
two hurlers in the conference. BG's Chris Fugitt
improved his record to 5-0
last week, while Rockets
Ese righthander Dave
ol — a first-team AllMAC selection last season.
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The Falcons travel to
Ohio University for a pair
of doubleheaders this
weekend.

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!
TOLEDO S BEST CONTACT S. FYFGLASS PRICES
CONTACTS

NO COVER

IINKO

SOfT

CONTACTS

Dodge Omni, Dodge Shadow,
Dodge Doytona

Colt manufactured
by Mitsubishi
CONTACT MIKE COX
NEW-USED
TRUCK-LEASING
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Band update* on BG 5
MAUMEE

Howard's Is a Itnlgnaied Driver Participant

893-0241

When You Need An
Auto Loan, Check Out
All Our Features.
When you're interested
in buying a car, you
j *■
want to find the
best deal for you.
And shopping for
an auto loan
shouldn't be much
different.
J

That's where we can be of service.
Because Fifth Third has helped put
more people in the driver's seat than
almost any other bank around.

Auto Loans With
A Lot Of Options
Whether
you
want a
car, truck,
trailer
or recreation
vehicle, Fifth
Third can customize a loan especially for you. Because
we believe in coming through in the
clutch, no matter who or where your
dealer is.

We Won't Drive You Crazy
Waiting For An Answer
With our quick approval
process, we'll get you
g ing

°

/w

<->»,-'-

again
- fast.
Don't
stall any
longer, call
r stop by any
W Fifth Third Bank**y' ing Center for more
:
;•." ; V
information or an auto
loan application. Or talk
to your dealer. And if you
have our One Account Plus
account, as an added feature
we'll give you a special low
interest rate.

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books
Strut JOT your copy today'
Free Catalog
Bo. S7000
Wtthinjton DC 20011-7000

472-1113
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Congratulations
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Tom
Conte

The BG News
Salesperson of the week!
fipril 4 - 7. 1989

How Do Your Savings
Measure Up?
PURCHASE A CD
With A New
Deposit Until April 17
And Receive A
SPECIAL 1/2% BONUS
On Top of Our
Regular High Rates.
No Minimum Deposit.
COME JOIN US!

Glass City Federal Credit Union

a?

FIFTH THIRD BANK
OF NORTHWESTERN OHIO

Northwest OHIO'S Leading Regional Credit Union
445 E. Wooster St., Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 (419)352-0787
(Other locations In Toledo, Rossford and Maumee)
All Accounts Fadatally Insutad to $100,000 by Notional Credit Union Admlnlitratlon, on Agancy ol the U.S. Govarnmant.
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Fisher
takes UM
top spot
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) —
Finally, Steve Fisher is just
plain coach.
Named as Michigan's interim
coach two days before the NCAA
tournament, Fisher took the
Wolverines to their first national
championship, and he was officially rewarded on Monday
when the "interim" was removed from his title.
Fisher, an assistant for seven
years, took over on March 15
after Bill Frieder accepted the
job at Arizona State and was told
he could not finish out the season
with Michigan. The Wolverines
responded with six victories, including an 80-79 overtime victory over Seton Hall in the title
game at Seattle.
"The dream lives on," Fisher,
44, said at a joint news conference with Bo Schembechler, the
football coach who doubles as
athletic director. "I said before,
'Pinch me on Tuesday,' but I
didn't want to wake up. I still
don't want to wake up.
"This defies description in
words. There's no finer job in
America."
There was overwhelming supEort for Fisher, both locally and
y the national media, after the
polite, red-faced man led a talented group of underachievers
through six tournament games.
But Schembechler wouldn't be
stampeded.
"I wasn't going to be pressed
into an emotional decision,"
Schembechler said. "I wanted to
be cool, calculated, and study it
from every angle. It always
came up Steve Fisher."
Schembechler, a beacon of integrity in big time college
sports, wanted most of all to be
sure rumors of improprieties in
Frieder's program either were
untrue or didn t involve Fisher.

Orel

Spring
D Continued from page 9.
Ankney said tight end should
be alright when Kyle Hockman
returns from the Falcon baseball team in the fall. He also said
there are enough quality players
on the offensive line to fill the
holes.
But the defensive line is lacking, he said.
We don't have very many defensive linemen. We tried to get
some junior college players to
shore it up, but we didn't get
any," Ankney said. "We hope
that some of the young guys who
didn't play well last year play
better this year.
"Players like (Brian) Laird,
(Steve) Wilbourne and (Mark)

Ross, in particular. If they play
and show improvement, we'll be
a lot better.
FALCON NOTES: Guard Tom
Addie (knee) will not practice....
Ankney retained his entire
coaching staff from last season,
but changed their responsibilities. "I was very disappointed
with the 1988 season. I felt that
our program was not moving in
the right direction, so hopefully
that will stir things up," Ankney
said.... The Falcons will practice today, Thursday and Friday
before holding their second
scrimmage of the spring Saturday.

a Continued from page 7.
the speed of his fast ball from 79
to 84.
Moreover, Hershiser completed seven of nine starts, posting a 6-2 record and a 2.26 BRA,
while he only allowed 43 hits in
63.3 innings and had 51
strikeouts versus 26 walks.
After his junior year, he left
school and signed with the Dodgers and the rest, as they say, is
history. And 10 years later, Tommy Lasorda's "Bulldog" reflects on BG.
"I think the number-one thing
I remember was how cold it
was," he said. "I lived through
the blizzard of '78 there."

Maybe the West Coast has
given him a bit of sunstroke, but
he also mentioned the friends he
met and the "great hockey
teams."
And Hershiser has a message
for the reserve player, the guy,
like himself, snagging flies or
practicing apart from the star"I think you never want to
give up," Hershiser said. "If it's
something you enjoy and something that you have a goal in,
never give up. Just keep on
working hard.
"The door will close so hard in
your face that you'll know it's

time to turn to go in another
direction. But until that happens, just don't go at it halfheartedly and waste your time.
If you're going to do it, you
might as well do it to the best of
your ability."
That very well could be the
recipe for becoming a World Series champ and the best pitcher
in baseball. But did Hershiser
ever imagine he would propel to
the pinnacle of the national pastime?
"No. That's for sure!" Hershiser said.

Softball
D Continued from page 7.
lock was broken in the bottom of
the eighth and BG's tying run
was scored by Wendy Oehler
who reached base on a single
and crossed the plate on a Michelle Clagett RBI single. Lisa
Williams scored the game winnine run after Kim Snyder was
walked with bases loaded.
Clagett and Karen Applebaum
combined for four of BG's seven
hits.
Hufford was relieved by Lattimer who earned the win to
raise her record to 4-0.
In the second game of the series, the Hurons shut out the
Falcons 2-0.

Keep Your Eyes On TV27

Weeknights At 5:30 p. m.

THE UNIVERSITY FORUM
How did the Cold War iffcct
university students from
194"'io 1956? Find out as The
University Forum welcomes
Dr. Lionel Lewis, author of
"Cold War On Campus."

ART BEAT
Get a preview of the Toledo
Artists' Club Auction scheduled for Saturday and see the
work of tomorrow's renowned artists. Glimpse the
turmoil of life in a strife-torn
country as Diane Kendig
shares her poetry of
Nicaragua

VIEWPOINT
AIDS has reached northwestern Ohio and Viewpoint
explores the ethical issues
involved What effect should
this have on public policy?
How should people be informed and educated about
this deadly disease?

TUESDAY, April 11
(Repeats at 11 p.m.)

WEDNESDAY. April 12
(Repeats at 11 p.m.)

FRIDAY, April 14
(Repeats at 11 p.m.)

WBGU
TV27
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661 wasn't rubbing
it in-I just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last night's game."

SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE FOR
YOUR ROOM FURNISHINGS PLUS
FREE OPTIONAL SPRING AND
FALL DELIVERY

STORE YOUR LOFT.
COUCH. CHAIR, BIKE.
REFRIGERATOR ETC
RATES START AT 115 OO
How You Schedule Your Summer Storage
Pick up Dale and Time:
Option 1 Call 352-3836 (ot a mail In
storage request form
Option 2 Pickups Storage Request
Form from your residence
hall lobby
Option 3: Schedule your pick up
at the Union. Fort room.
3rd (loot. April 10-14.9-5
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CHANCES AM PG
EVENINGS 6 45 9 35
SKIN DEEP EVENINGS 6 50 9 20
MAJOR LEAGUER
EVENINGS 7 05 9 45
LEAN ON Ml PG-13
EVENINGS 7 00 915
THE RESCUIM G
EVENINGS 7 15 ONLY
CYiORG
EVENINGS 9.30 ONLY

Go ahead and gloat. You can
nib it in all the way to Chicago
with AI8T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a caLL It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Piayofls.
Reach out and touch someone®
If youd like to know more about
AIST products and services, like
International Calling and the AKH"
Card, call us at 1800 222-0300.

PRESENT THIS
COUPON ON
TUESDAY'S ONLY
THROUGH THE
MONTH OF APRIL.
BUY ONE MOVIE
TICKET AND
RECEIVE THE
OTHER ONE
FREE!

"TWO FOR
TUESDAY'S"
\ ww»cC

AT&T

The right choice.
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
"Economic Relations between Japai and the
Untied States"
By Mi Haruhiko Shibuya Consul General ol
Jaoan(Chicago)
Tues April 18lh
7 30 BA 110
Sponsored by the Japanese Club
Al are interested'
• ■ Attention all education majors* •
The final ACE meeting ol the year is tonight
April 11 at 6 30 m room 403 Moaeley Hal
Come to etect new officers'
• 'WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS. INC.* *
SENIORS celebrate graduation' WICl MEMBERS Meel you new officers' COMMUNICATIONS MAJORS learn what WICl « al about'
At brunch Sat April lb 10 30-12 30. Kaufmans at the lodge S2 for members. $4 tor
non-members Please leave your name and
phone number in 322 West Hal if you are interested
"WICI-'WICI-'WICI
5 days a week
5 days a week
Power 88-88 1 FM
8 10PMWBGU
Anyone Inletetted In volunteering lo work otr
the RED CROSS BOSU BlODOMOBILEduring
the week ol April 10th 14th please contact Hsa
at 372-6716
BETA BETA Bt IA BIOLOGY HONORARY
REGIONAL CONVENTION Dr Owens Love |Oy
keynote speaker Topic Evolution of Human
Walking 1 30 Rm 11 2 ISC Apnl 15 Open to
the public
CHRISTIANITY AND SCIENCE FICTION, a lecture by a well-known scholar. James Jordan.
7 30 Tuesday. Apnl 11.. 1989 Lite Sciences
112 Sponsored by SIGMA TAU DELTA and
the ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION
Meeting Tuesday Apnl 11 th
When 7 30 PM
Where Mosetey Hall room 200
Speakers from the Secret Service
* Prison Tour Information
Delta Stgma Pi
Tne professional business fraternity is sponsoring then annual teeter-totter-a-thon
April 11 • 14 for the Amencan Diabetes Associa
tion tor 72 hours Everyone please stop by
we're located in the Umvesity Union Oval
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
Formal meeting
Tuesday April 11 th
McFail Assembly Room
7 30 PM
Speaker Ron Ronald
Financial Analyst -Trinova
For the best In R ft B. rap, and dance music In
N.W. OhloFTune Inlo 88.1 FM Power 88
Mon-F.iS-IOPM

1ST ANNUAL CLAZEL
ROCK-N-ROLL FILM FEST STARTS
APRIL 14th and 16th at MIDNIGHT
1st Program PINK FLOYD THE WALL
2nd Program Apnl 21. 22
LED ZEPPUN. THE SONG REMAINS THE
SAME
3rd Program Apr 28 29 THE WHO, TOMMY"
FINAL PROGRAM MAY 5. 6
TALKING
HEADS. STOP MAKING SENSE
5 days a week
5 days a week
Power 88-88 1 FM
8-10PMWBGU
Adoption • Lovmg couple wishes lo adopt a
newborn WM provide a tot ol love and financial
security for your baby Al expenses patd Confidential Cal collect 1 822 9288
Alert' Paddy O. Murphy was last seen leaving
Europe on a plane to America. The plane was
hijacked and a huge hole was blown out of
the fuselage. Paddy was sucked out somewhere over the U.S. Luckily, he landed on
Sampata Lake In Canada. His bloated stomach allowed him to float through the locks
of Saufl Si Marie. He hitched a ride on an
Exxon tanker and partled with the captain.
Paddy Is responsible for spilling millions of
gallons of green oil all over the St. Lawerence
seawey. He lumped ship and escaped. He
floated on a Beachwood Aged log; tired and
helpless, he was snatched up by a beautiful
mermaid. She ted him clams on the beach
along the Maumee River. After staying on
this Long Island for awhile, the two had to
part. Paddy set out alone, not knowing his
final destination.
SAE PADDY MURPHY i 989
THE TRADITION CONTINUES...
Anyone interested m volunteering to work lor
the RED CROSS BGSU BLOODMOBILE during
the week ot April 10th-14th please Contact
Usa Al 372-6716
ATTENTION
All chapter Presidents. UP's. RUSH. Scholarship. Philanthropy. House. Athletic, and
Social Chairs. Senior and Junior Panhel Delegates, IFC Reps, treasures and Pledge Educators
EXEC NIGHT: April 11 from 9 to 10 30pm
Community Suite in the union
Questions' Call IFC or Panhel Office
ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
OFFICERS ADVISORS Don't forget (o make
your reservation lor the Student Organizations
Leadership Recognition Reception on Tuesday.
April 18. 1989 Cal the Student Activities Office at 372 2843
COLLEGE MONEY Pnvate scholarships You
will receive financial aid. GUARANTEED Federaty approved program Scholarships 7401C
Louisburg. Raleigh. NC 27604.
919-876-7691
Dear Ladies ol Alpha Omlcron PI.
THANK YOUIor your thoughtfuJnesa. efforts
and assistance on April 8th You made Saturday extra special'
The Saturday Recreation Program for Youth
W.th D.sab.iii-r-s
DEEP SIX
FRIDAY 14th
DRY DOCK

Fresh coffee donuts. & hot chocolate
Available every morning
In the B A Lobby
Sponsored byOeita Sigma PI
The Professional Business Fraternity
PARTIAL SCHEDULES WILL BE DISTRIBUTED
TO CAMPUS ADDRESSES. ON-CAMPUS
MAIL BOXES OR HOME ADDRESSES
BEGINNING APRIL 13.
YOU MUST BRING A COPY OF
YOUR PARTIAL SCHEDULE TO BE ADMITTED
TO REGISTRATION.
This «s your last chance to torn us'"
Summer study m France Everybody is welcome The informational meeting is April 18.
9 00 pm 1002 BA Bldg For more into Call D»
Chittle 372-8160 or 352-6012

LOST & FOUND
Found a bracelet 4 4 89 at Kmko's It can •dentity wOl return Please cal 352-6992
LOST Gold BGSU's 89 Women's Class ring
Substantial REWARO no Questions asked
Please call 353-8327.
Lost Blue Rimmed glasses m Maroon case if
found please contact at 353-4975
Lost Gold Bracelet-Extreme Sentimental Value-Reward Contact 353-4975

DEEP SIX
FRIDAY 14TH
DRY DOCK
DG" CHRIS PERKINS * DG
Just think. 19 days until summer Have a great
week1
Your Senior Sponsor

DON'T STALL
MAKE A CALL
FOP THE FALL
BEFORE WERE ALL
OUT OF
WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
400 Napolean Rd
353-9135
EXEC NIGHT
EXEC NIGHT
EXEC NIGHT
WHEN TUESDAY. APRIL 11 9-10 30 p.m.
WHERE Community Suite 3rd Floor Union
WHY Sharing of info and ideas
WHAT s IN IT FOR YOU New ideas. FOOD,
and door prizes
Questions? Cal IFC or panhel offices
Experienced cook looking lor employment at
fraternity house for 89-90 school year Cal
686-8325 alter 5 30
For the best In R ft B. rap and dance music In
N.W. Ohio. Tune Into M.1 FM Power 88
Mon-Frl8-10PM
Friday and Saturday
Quarter Drafts amd Dogs
Quarters Cafe 2-7pm

SERVICES OFFERED
A TO Z DATA CENTER 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Express. Typing. Resumes FAX. Copies
Center lor Choice II
Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Free Pregnancy Test
Proud to be Pro Choice
16 N Huron Toledo. OH

255-7769
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Confidential and Informative
We listen. We care. We can help
BG Pregnancy Center 354-HOPE
SPRING STRING SALE
Now through April 21st Strings starting at
S6 95 • these are excetenf prices Tennis,
squash A tacquefbafl racquets Cal Scott at
3528722
TYPING SERVICES tor aH types of papers
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Call 352-3987 trom 8am lo 9pm
Typing Service
Resumes-term papers
354-0371

2 5% oft on BGSU jackets
just Arrived Hooded nylon
Wind Breakers'
TO's9O0E wooater

BO GREEKS: STRENGTH THROUGH UNITY
WHAT: PanheWFC Exec. NHe
WHEN: April 11.1980 at 9:00p.m.
WHERE: Community Suite
WHO: YOU)
-Come meet the officers from other chapters
and there Wees!
Ooor Prizes
MM for largest chapter attendance
»E THERE!

GAMERS
893 South Main
(across from Foodtown)
Specials 7-9
Monday- 50 cents schnapps
Tuesday- Surprise Specie! Night
Wednesday Ladies Night
Well drinks 7 5 cents and Margaritas ft 1
Thursday- daners<$1 cover
HAPPY HOURS 11 -7 DAILY
LIVE DJ THURS.. FRI.. SAT.. NIGHTS
GSS INTERNATIONAL FILMS
CEDDOiSENEGAL) ft
TAUW"
(SENEGAL)
WHERE? GISH FILM THEATER
WHEN? STARTING AT 8 00 PM MONDAY 17.
1989
COST FREE AND OPEN TO ALL PUBLIC

WHAT'

WHAT? GIRL FROM HUNAN(CHINA)
DIARY OF YUNBOGI BOY '
WHERE? GISH FILM THEATER
WHEN? STARTING 8 00 PM TUESDAY APRIL
18. 1989
COST FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Hey. Do you want to get In tune for finals
week?
Jom BGSU students go*>0 to Washington D C
to march on the White House. To end reclaim,
cutbacks, and war.There will be a van going It
wil be leaving Friday Apnl 28 Returning Sunday April 30th Come to pesce coalition-Wed 9
pm at UCF CsnteriThurstin and Ridge)
IFC'PANHEL PRESENTS
BG GREEKS: STRENGTH THROUGH UNITY
ft you are a
President
Vice president
Bueh Chairman
Scholar snip Chair
Philanthropy Chair
Athletics Chaw
Pledge Educator
'
Treasurer
House chairman
Social Chairman
IFCPanhai Representative
Secretary
Be at the Community Suite ApW 11 at 9 00
pm FUN FOR ALLII PRIZES GIVEN

Japanese Club presents
Mr Haruhiko Shibuya
Consul General of Japan|Ch*cago)
Topic ''Economic Relations between Japan
and the United States "
Tuee .AM 18th
BA1107 30pm
KAPPA OELTA
Thanks trom Delta Zeta on mock rush Good
luck with rush next year!
KD CONGRAUTLATIONS KD
Dawn Toth-Pommerette Captain and tour guide
Beth Hutchina- Tour Guide
Shone Mor- Orientation Leader
Mitzi BneN-Orientation Leader
LITTLE SIB'S WEEKEND
DRY DOCK
LITTLE SIB'S WEEKEND
LITTLE SIB'S WEEKEND
DRY DOCK
LITTLE SIB'S WEEKEND
LITTLE SIB'S WEEKEND
DRY DOCK
LITTLE SIB'S WEEKEND

LOFT RENTAL REGISTRATION
for 89-90 is at the
University Union. April 10-14
on 3rd floor 9-5 in Fort Room

or cal lor a man m
registration form

uui'uaasLmieu'wiiui

MARE.
WELL YOUR LAST FORMAL IS OVER AND SO
ARE YOUR UNDERGRAD YEARS SO LOOK
TO THE FUTURE AND DON T SHED ANY
TEARS I'VE STILL GOT ANOTHER TWO
SEMESTERS
LOVE BOB
MIKE POLLOCK
Congrats on being elected the new president of
HSA(i guess you gotta have something to do
next year when I'm away)1 HSA will go a long
way with you out there leading m activities,
profits, trips, events, and very extensive eating I mean meetings'
Love. Kath
One female roommate needed for 89-90
school yearfpreferably non-smoking) Apartment is close to campus, reasonable rent It interested please cal Nadme at 372-4435 or
Shelly 372 5907
Phi Sigma Kappa
Congratulations to Darren Guldo and Rhonda
Clark on thair lavaller.
PI PHI'S1
WAY TO GO AT GREEK OLYMPIAD'
KEEP UP THE SPIRIT!
YOUR ZBT COACHES
BOB "FISH'* & BRIAN

A nonsmoking female roommate wanted only
(or Fal semester 1969 Apartment close to
campus, al utlities patd except electric Please
cal after 4 30 353-4587

Male and Female vocalist needed Interested
apphcants send resume to Armstrong Theatrical
Productions P O Box 384 Bowling Green. Oh
43402.

Anyone Interested In volunteering to work for
the RED CROSS BGSU BLOODMOBILE during
the week ot April 10th-14th Please Contact
Use at 372-6716.

Need a summer fob and live in the Fort Wayne
Ind. area? Pine Vaftey Country Club Is now hiring al positions For more inlo cal Greg at
354-2377.

Elder wants 2 or 3 rooms no kitchen, bath
shower tub under $100. month including utHties Have no phone. RSVP details to LLS.
6755 St Hgy 366. Huntsvile 43324

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer.
Yr round, Al Countries, Al fields Free into
write UC. POBox 52-OH03 Corona Del Mar
CA 92625

Female roommate non-smoking for 89-90
school yeer. close to campus' Call Julia
353-7835
For sublease 1 bedroom apt for summer turn..
close fo campus, ratea negotiable. Cal
353-4180 after 8 pmM-F anytime Sat 4 Sun
Live-in nannies needed for young, loving families Hi affluent Connecticut suburbs of NYC
Greet pay, car. round trip air tare, vacations Licensed agency Claire Sussman 5 Laurel Lane.
Darien. Connecticut 06820 Ph
(203)

6580707
Need 1 or 2 male roommates to sub-lease lor
the summer in the new Fox Run Apt washer,
dryer, dishwasher, microwave in each apt Cal
Dave/Todd 372-3045
Need Male & Female students to til apartments
lor school year 89-90 Call 352-7365
Needed one Roommate (or Summer of 89
$115 a month House on Troup St Own room
Contact Heather 352-3464
Non-smoking female for summer, own room and
bath $205 for May-Aug plus gas & electric
Call Stacy 353-3697

Part-time on call data entry clerk. Roadway
Express Is looking for part-time data entry
clerks to work outside our loading dock using
a laser data scanner. Position will be 8 to 24
hrs. per week. Nights and weekends wage Is
S7.50'hr. Apply at 0180 Magman Rd. Toledo.
Oh. Anytime Wednesday t-5 pm. Equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
Women and minorities encouraged lo apply.

What are you doing next semester^ Same old
class routine? How about anlnternahlp worth
15 credit hours in exciting Washington DC?
Find out how Wed . April 12 at 10:30 Center for
Academic Options. 231 Admin or cal 2-8202
Don't miss this exciting opportunity1
YOUR OWN BUSINESS
Sel unique T-Shirta Musi apply now tor Fal
'89 Cal to! free 1-800 842-2336

WANTED
1 female roommate needed for 89-90 school
ysw E
Merry
Apt Call 372-6127 or
372-6147.
1 female roommate needed for summer in 2
bedroom. 2 bath, large apt with air conditioning
Cal Sherrie 372-6135 or Beth 353-3786

1 Grad or staff non-smoker needed
to share large apt. with quiet
30 yr. old bus. grad. $1 OOfmo.
Own room, available Aug 1 very
close fo campus. Call Chrlslopher
353-25SS or leave message

1 male non-smoker lo share house 89-90
school year $130 per month tree unities Cal
353-8122 Close to campus
1 non-smoking female rmt lor 89-90 school
year
A/C-Haven House
Cal Carrie at
353-5631 or 372-1580.
2 GIRLS WANT TO SUBLEASE YOUR APT
FOR SUMMER SESSION HMAY 15-JUNE16)
f INTERESTED CALL JUDY OR KATHRYN
353-3469
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono
Mountains. Northeastern Pennsylvania, lohlkan. P.O. Box 234BQ, Kenllworlh. NJ 07033
(201)270-0565

FOR SALE

$1200 Skia plus tor $800
1986 Pre 190 aps soft slalom hp skia 490 tyr
oka A bindings Scott Sport poles Sized 10
1/2 Hansen limited production racing
boots/dark blue Call Drew 2-1 767

1980 Fial Strata, standard 4 door, low mileage.
good condition $1500 353-2099

Two roommates needed May 1 - Aug 31 Close
to campus Spacious house on Ridge Street
Vicki or Renee any time, cal 354-0286
WANTED
To sublease 1 bd unfurnished apt WOl PAY
S500 for summer Cal Linda 372-4323
Please leave message

HELP WANTED

WE ARE A WARM. CARING. FINANCIALLY
SECURE COUPLE SEEKING TO ADOPT AN
INFANT TO SHARE OUR LIVES AND LOVE
WITH. WE HAVE SO MUCH TO GIVE TO A
UTTLE ONE PLEASE CONTACT US AT PO
BOX 122 AURORA. OH 44202.

VEHICLE DRIVER Position requires vsad
chauffers license and school bus dnvers license
Part time position-28 hrs/wk.,
$4 30/hr Send resume with references lo
Ursula Denlsotf. WSOS Head Start Center.
PO Box 94. Portage. OH 43451 EOE

ATTENTION • GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100 Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide
1 -602-838-8885 EXT A4244

SENIOR CHALLENGE GIVING WEEK
SENIOR CHALLENGE '89

Tuxedo Rental and Dry Cleaning Service
Jeans-N-Things 531 Ridge St
Open tonight till 8 00 PM

Toledo utility needs a chemistry student tor a
summer internship m their chemical engineering
department Pays $5 75 an hour and up de
pending on background For details, stop by
coop or cal 372-2451

1981 VW Jetta. 5 Speed. Air. AM—FM cassette, goodCond Cal3530532

WANTED 1 or 2 female roommates (or the
summer. Close to campus Call Barb
353-7922

TODO CAVANAUGH
Thanks tor being such a great formal date'
Kristen
PS I really do like your hair!

The Student Recreation Center is looking for a
lew good summer Life Guardsand swimming
Instructors nterested call Scott at 2-7477

ROOMMATE WANTEOI
One non-smoking male needed (or Field Manor
2-bedroom aprt Fully furnished $150-month
plus electric Fall semester only Cal Tony at
372-3383

SENIOR CHALLENGE 1989
Help in the betterment ol BGSU
TAKE THE CHALLENGE

This ra your last chance to see Europe and earn
6 credit hours Join our summer study in
France The informational meeting is April 18.
9 00pm 1001 BA BLDG for more into calDr
Chittle at 372-8180 or 352-6012

Student wanted lor part-time car cleaning
Wage determined on experience. Call
352-4324 Dean.

352-5822

Wanted one female to share apartment with two
other females Rent is $140 a month plus gaa &
etec Starting m May Located on S Summit
Please call 354-294•>

Cal (or a storage
Pickup schedufcng trom
352-3836 Lott Construction

Put-In-Bay Opportunity
General Manager for a pooi/restaraunt summer
resort Living quarters, responsibility, salary
Cal tor into & appt (216)226-6880
Roscoe Tooners

Part time and Ful Time maintenance man lor
summer
Some skill necessary Messenger Rentals Call

Quarter's Cafe
No Cover
Sunday to Wednesday

SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE
with tree pickup and delivery
lor your room furnishings

Part & Ful hme evenings office Cleaning Knickerbocker Services 352-5822

Babysitter needed (or summer
For two children 8 and 10 Free
summer apartment and competitive salary
could be a job share Must have
transportation Reply to Babysitter. PO
BOX
26. Bowling Green On 43402

Large marketing research lam
seeking serious individuals
to work on in-home research protect
Earn between $400-$600 weekly
No experience necessary1
Hurry--limited positions available
To register, rush $2 00
for registration into & handling
a stamped, sell-addressed envelope
(4-1/8 X 9-1'2| and a resume to
PO Box 2703 Detroit. Ml 48231

S350/0AY PROCESSING Phone orders
People cal you No experience necessary Cal
(Refundable) 1-407-744-3011 Ext D1535A
7 DAYS
ATTENTION ■ HIRING' Government fobs - your
area
$17,840 - $69,465
Call
1-602-838-8885 EXT R 4244
Bantax Pest Control Needs
either pert or ful time summer
service people Cal 352-5315
Camp Staff (or Girl Scout Camp near Kalamazoo. Ml June 7-August 7 Waterfront staff,
asst director.business manager, program director, health supervisor. CIT director, unit
leaders, counselors, kitchen staff, other positions For an application contact Girl Scouts of
Singing Sands Councl. 15985 Slate Road 23,
Granger. IN 46530 (219) 2770900, or your
placement office
COUNSELORS CAMP WAYNE, co-ed children's camp. Northeastern Pennsylvania
6/23-6/23 Great opportunity for personal
growth* Specialty counselors needed for Tennis. Swim, (W S I preferred). Vofleybal. Gymnastics. Aerobics. Nature Campmg. Guitar, Batik. Sculpture. Ceramics. Painting Printmakmg
Drama. Piano, Group Leaders (20 ). General.
R N Nurses Aid* (21 ), Bookkeeper Drivers
(21 ). Many other positions available On Campus Interviews on Wed . 4/26 Sign-up Student Employment Office 450 Student Services
Bldg or cal 516-889-3217 or write to: 12 Ailevard St Lido Beach, NY 11561. Include
your phone number
Enthusiastic Volunteer married persons wanted as subjects tor focus group research ASAPI
3534247
Greduatlng Seniors
America's largest insurance & financial service
company has openings lor multilines agents &
registered representatives Excellent opportunity with extensive financial product ana. Excellent benefits 4 training program For confidential
interview cal Neal Kruee si 419-865-8781
Mon through Fri 9am-4pm
Help wanted; Lake land Hotel and Charter service. Port Canton, Oh now hiring desk clerks
and dock hands Cal 734-2101 before 6pm or
354 182 7 after 5pm F
LIFEGUARDS WANTED Seseonal work available at Portage Quarry Rec Club MUST
BRING CURRENT RED CROSS CERTIFICATION CARD and apply hi person at T-Square
Graphics. 121 South Main, Bowftng Green.
Ohio. Accepting applications through April 28.
1989 ONLY

1,2.3, Bedroom Apartments
Please cal between 1 30 4 6 30
m the afternoon Cal 354-8800
We alow Pets

2 female roommates needed to share apt (or
89-90 school year Onry $120/mo plus utilities 9 mo lease Close to campus Cal Jiang
353-681 2 after 9 PM

2-4 persons needed to sublease nice sura
apartment lor the summer Cal 352-1172.

3bdrm house 7183rd St $550 plus utifmes
Washer/dryer, closed front porch, wen insulated Available August 12 month lease Cal
363-1682

850 Scott Hamilton
Spacious 2 bedroom apartments
Completely furnished
FREE Water and Sewer
New Irving room carpeting
Private parking & laundry (sell
Cal Newlove Rentals 352-5620

Adjacent Campus Furnished 1BR Apt Summer/Fall $260 00 plus uhl. deposit 353-5197

APARTMENTS- 2 bedroom, furnished unfurn
Summer. 2 semester or 12 mo leases. 1/2
block to campus FREE cable TV., lock-out key
service, heat New carpet, some new furniture
Cal Tom 352-4873 days. 9a m 5p m
352 1800 evenings & weekends
Are you neap Need a place to stay? There ia
sM room left for two people (male or female)
House completely furnished Very near campus Cal for more mfo 353-3807 Ask for Rob

Beat the Heel)
Summer Sublease -2 bedroom, aircondiboning. fully furnished, newly carpeted
apartment Low Cost. 850 Scott Hamilton, 2
blocks from campus Call 353 7723 anytime

Carty Rentals
Apartments- Houses- Rooms
Available summer only
Apartments-$200 mo tor 1 or 2 students

Cal 352-7365

ATTENTION • GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U-repair). Oeanquent tax property Repossessiorm Call 1 602 838 8885 Ext GH 4244
Brand new 19" royal blue Myata bicycle
w/accessorles
$275 or best offer
363-6626

Cannondale Black Lightening 58 cm Original
modal $1000 00 NEW unused wheels, tires.
tubes. $600 00 352-8578 Cycle Werks

Coinage Super Tour Columbus SL Tubing with
Shimano 600 Equipment 352-8578
Cycle werks

FOR SALE
79 Yamaha SX400
Call 354-4308 after 6
Ask for John!
is It True Jeeps for $44 through the Government? Cal For facts' 1-312-742-1142 Ext
1794
L shaped loft lor sale
University approved, fire retardent paint, very
nice $90 Perfect for apartment or campus
room Cal 352 8986

Cheap Summer Rates
1 S 2 bedroom apartments
Rates beginning al $475 entire summer

Cal 352-9302

For Rent
Are you STRESSED OUT' because you don't
have a place to feve next faff? Wei, You're in
luck! 605 Second St. Apt G is reedy and waiting) Close to Campus1 Contact RE. Management (352-9302) Cal Now!

For Rent 2 bedroom furnished apartment for 2
to 4 people summer only located 304 E.
Court SI CaJI614-291-0767

FREE
WATERBED
w/ the summer sub-lease ol my downtown
apartment Cal 354-0495 tor more into

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Summer and Fal Openings
1 A 2 bedroom apartments
Free Heat. Water and Sewer
School year leases available
Reasonable Rates
Cal 352-4986

Houses for 1989-90 school year
Call 352-2330 or 352-7992 alter 6pm 9-5pm

352-4166
Large clown knife fish, shovel nose catfish.
African Gar, $20 each Cal 363-0386
Need 2 males graduating m Dec 89 for semester lease Call 372-5080 tor more into
Million Dollar Game - Foosball Table
Excellent Condition. $240.00.

Need a place to stay for 5 wk summer term?
Fuly furnished house $ 150 plus utilities Cal
Lon 352-2117

Call 353-5797.
Racing Bike-Trek 1500 spec ed alum Very
light/last beautiful blue/white access incl. ex
cond Must see, ask $450 1989 price 4989
354-2700

Raleigh Racing USA bike, supercourse 12 ep ,
Shimano comp alum rims. 2 sets ot tires, light
and last Asking $375 Cal Rob 352-9489

25" Color
353-4976

TV

3 years Old

$200

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE THIS SUMMER?
Nice. Clean, air-conditioned apartment Close
to campus Available in May rent negotiable
Cal Maria or Amy at 352-7631

Now leasing for summer and fal
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
Privileges to Cherrywood Hearth Spa
Preferred Properties Co. 352-9378

Call

88 Cannoale SR 500 s Were $640 now
$530 352-8578
Cycle Werks

FOR RENT

• 1 bedroom a 2 bedroom
turn, iunfum apartments

Party Room For Rent
Preferred Properties. Co
352-9378

Outet. Large. One bedroom apartment 9 or 12
mo
lease
Phone
352-5111 between,
10 00-5.00pm.
Rallvlew Mini-Warehouse
(al the corner of Railroad Ave and Lehman
Ave.) 5X7-9x15-9X30
Preferred Properties. Co.
352-9378
Room for rent Summer 89 acroaa trom Founders. $400 (nog) Cal Jet 353-4771.

Cal John Newlove Real Estate
354-2260

Jay mar Apartments
2 bedroom apartments
Available lor summer/tal
Aa low as $405 per month

354-6036

SPRING SEMESTER 90
Going on an internship in the fal and need a
place to stay in the spring? Sublease my very,
nice apartment1 I'm looking for a female to move
in with my 2 great roomies* Cal Kety al
352-8986 and leave a message
Sublet Now' Pool. A/C. quiet 1-Br Apartment
Lease until august. Can be extended cal
353-9616
Summer lease available targe quiet 2 bdrm Cal
353-4662 before 11 after 3

202 TROUP ST.
New lasting! 4 bedroom house close
to campus Gas heat, residents pay
utlities Plenty ot parking Maximum
of three unrelated persons. Newlove
Rentals 328 South Main 352-5620

1 Bedroom furnished & 2 bedroom unfurnished
12 month leases 362-3446.

THE BEST LOCATION
606 1/2 East Wooater house tor rent starting
summer 69 and 89 90 school year If interested cal 353-5529
Two bedroom apt lor rent May 15 close to
campus, pool, laundry Please call 3534471
Ray or Dan.
Very Nice 2 Bedroom Furniehe-1 for 4 people 9
month lease 352-3446.

